Interaction of cell and virus proteins with DNA sequences encompassing the promoter/regulatory and leader regions of the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase gene.
During the course of a productive infection with herpes simplex virus (HSV), gene expression is coordinately regulated in a cascade fashion. Three major kinetic classes of genes, termed alpha, beta, and gamma, are sequentially activated. The mechanism responsible for repression and subsequent activation of beta and gamma genes is not known. A mobility-shift electrophoresis assay was used to examine DNA fragments containing the promoter/regulatory and the mRNA leader regions of the thymidine kinase gene (TK, a model beta gene) for their ability to bind proteins present in nuclear extracts prepared from uninfected and infected cells. Specific complexes unique to each extract were formed. Using a monoclonal antibody specific for ICP4 (the major regulatory protein of HSV) we demonstrated that this protein is present in the complexes formed between probes encompassing either the promoter/regulatory or leader sequence DNAs and proteins in infected-cell extracts. These complexes formed despite the lack of a high affinity binding site for ICP4 in either of these regions. The stability of complexes formed in infected-cell extracts with DNA probes containing the promoter/regulatory, leader region, and a high affinity ICP4-binding site were compared by dissociation analysis. The relative kd(obs) for these DNA-protein complexes was in the order: TK-leader region much greater than TK-promoter/regulatory region greater than or equal to high affinity ICP4-binding site. Cu+/1,10-phenanthroline footprinting revealed that infected-cell complexes which form on a probe containing a high affinity ICP4-binding site generate a protection pattern, whereas those formed on a probe containing the TK-leader sequence do not. In contrast, complexes formed with the latter probe in extracts from uninfected cells are kinetically stable and refractile to cleavage. A model for activation of the TK gene which incorporates these results is presented.